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Starts with EA- 

EAGEREST AEEEGRST EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EANLINGS AEGILNNS EANLING, yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n] 

EARACHES AACEEHRS EARACHE, pain in ear (organ of hearing) [n] 

EARDROPS ADEOPRRS EARDROP, earring (ornament for earlobe) [n] 

EARDRUMS ADEMRRSU EARDRUM, tympanic membrane [n] 

EARFLAPS AAEFLPRS EARFLAP, part of cap designed to cover ears [n] 

EARHOLES AEEHLORS EARHOLE, external opening of ear [n] 

EARLDOMS ADELMORS EARLDOM, rank of earl [n] 

EARLIEST AEEILRST EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

EARLOBES ABEELORS EARLOBE, part of ear [n] 

EARLOCKS ACEKLORS EARLOCK, curl of hair by ear [n] 

EARLSHIP AEHILPRS earldom (rank of earl) [n -S] 

EARMARKS AAEKMRRS EARMARK, to designate for specific use [v] 

EARMUFFS AEFFMRSU EARMUFF, one of pair of ear coverings [n] 

EARNESTS AEENRSST EARNEST, down payment [n] 

EARNINGS AEGINNRS something earned [n -S] 

EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

EARPLUGS AEGLPRSU EARPLUG, plug for ear [n] 

EARRINGS AEGINRRS EARRING, ornament for earlobe [n] 

EARSHOTS AEHORSST EARSHOT, range within which sound can be heard [n] 

EARSTONE AEENORST otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S] 

EARTHIER AEEHIRRT EARTHY, composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth [adj] 

EARTHILY AEHILRTY in earthy (composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth) manner [adv] 

EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHMAN AAEHMNRT person from planet earth [n -MEN] 

EARTHMEN AEEHMNRT EARTHMAN, person from planet earth [n] 

EARTHNUT AEHNRTTU European herb [n -S] 

EARTHPEA AAEEHPRT twining plant [n -S] 

EARTHSET AEEHRSTT setting of earth as seen from moon [n -S] 

EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n] 

EARWORMS AEMORRSW EARWORM, bollworm (larva of certain moth) [n] 

EASEMENT AEEEMNST relief (aid in form of money or necessities) [n -S] 

EASINESS AEEINSSS state of being easy (not difficult) [n -ES] 

EASTERLY AEELRSTY wind from east [n -LIES] 

EASTINGS AEGINSST EASTING, movement toward east [n] 

EASTWARD AADERSTW direction toward east [n -S] 

EATABLES AABEELST EATABLE, edible (something fit to be eaten) [n] 

EATERIES AEEEIRST EATERY, lunchroom [n] 

 

Contains -EA- 

ABOIDEAU AABDEIOU type of dike [n -S, -X] 

ABOITEAU AABEIOTU aboideau (type of dike) [n -S, -X] 

ABREACTS AABCERST ABREACT, to release repressed emotions by reliving original traumatic experience [v] 

ACIDHEAD AACDDEHI one who uses LSD [n -S] 
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ACREAGES AACEEGRS ACREAGE, area in acres [n] 

ACULEATE AACEELTU stinging insect [n -S] 

AIRHEADS AADEHIRS AIRHEAD, stupid person [n] 

ALEATORY AAELORTY pertaining to luck [adj] 

ALLHEALS AAEHLLLS ALLHEAL, medicinal herb [n] 

ALTHAEAS AAAEHLST ALTHAEA, althea (flowering plant) [n] 

AMOEBEAN AABEEMNO amebean (alternately responding) [adj] 

ANCONEAL AACELNNO ANCON, elbow [adj] 

ANEARING AAEGINNR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANNEALED AADEELNN ANNEAL, to toughen (to make tough) [v] 

ANNEALER AAEELNNR one that anneals (to toughen (to make tough)) [n -S] 

ANTBEARS AABENRST ANTBEAR, aardvark (African mammal) [n] 

ANTEATER AAEENRTT any of several mammals that feed on ants [n -S] 

ANTILEAK AAEIKLNT preventing leaks [adj] 

ANTIWEAR AAEINRTW designed to reduce effects of long or hard use [adj] 

APPEALED AADEELPP APPEAL, to make earnest request [v] 

APPEALER AAEELPPR one that appeals (to make earnest request) [n -S] 

APPEARED AADEEPPR APPEAR, to come into view [v] 

APPEASED AADEEPPS APPEASE, to bring to state of peace or contentment [v] 

APPEASER AAEEPPRS one that appeases (to bring to state of peace or contentment) [n -S] 

APPEASES AAEEPPSS APPEASE, to bring to state of peace or contentment [v] 

ARBOREAL AABELORR living in trees [adj] 

ARBUTEAN AABENRTU ARBUTE, evergreen tree [adj] 

ARCHAEAL AAACEHLR ARCHAEA, ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [adj] 

ARCHAEAN AAACEHNR microorganism of archaea [n -S] 

AREAWAYS AAAERSWY AREAWAY, sunken area leading to basement entrance [n] 

AUROREAN AAENORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AWEATHER AAEEHRTW toward windward side of vessel [adv] 

BACKBEAT AABBCEKT type of rhythm in music [n -S] 

BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S] 

BAKEMEAT AABEEKMT pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BALDHEAD AABDDEHL bald person [n -S] 

BANDEAUS AABDENSU BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BANDEAUX AABDENUX BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BAREHEAD AABDEEHR without hat [adv] 

BASEHEAD AABDEEHS crack cocaine addict [n -S] 

BATTEAUX AABETTUX BATTEAU, bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

BEACHBOY ABBCEHOY male beach attendant [n -S] 

BEACHIER ABCEEHIR BEACHY, sandy or pebbly [adj] 

BEACHING ABCEGHIN BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEACONED ABCDEENO BEACON, to warn or guide [v] 

BEADIEST ABDEEIST BEADY, resembling beads [adj] 

BEADINGS ABDEGINS BEADING, beaded material [n] 

BEADLIKE ABDEEIKL beady (resembling beads) [adj] 

BEADROLL ABDELLOR list of names [n -S] 

BEADSMAN AABDEMNS one who prays for another [n -S] 
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BEADSMEN ABDEEMNS BEADSMAN, one who prays for another [n] 

BEADWORK ABDEKORW beading (beaded material) [n -S] 

BEAGLERS ABEEGLRS BEAGLER, one that hunts game with beagles [n] 

BEAGLING ABEGGILN activity of hunting with beagles [n -S] / BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAKIEST ABEEIKST BEAKY, resembling beak (bird's bill) [adj] 

BEAKLESS ABEEKLSS BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BEAKLIKE ABEEIKKL BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BEALINGS ABEGILNS BEALING, beal (infected sore (painful place on body)) [n] 

BEAMIEST ABEEIMST BEAMY, beaming [adj] 

BEAMLESS ABEELMSS having no beam [adj] 

BEAMLIKE ABEEIKLM resembling beam [adj] 

BEANBAGS AABBEGNS BEANBAG, small cloth bag [n] 

BEANBALL AABBELLN baseball thrown at head [n -S] 

BEANLIKE ABEEIKLN resembling bean [adj] 

BEANPOLE ABEELNOP thin pole [n -S] 

BEARABLE AABBEELR BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [adj] 

BEARABLY AABBELRY BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [adv] 

BEARCATS AABCERST BEARCAT, small mammal [n] 

BEARDING ABDEGINR BEARD, to oppose boldly [v] 

BEARHUGS ABEGHRSU BEARHUG, rough tight embrace [n] 

BEARINGS ABEGINRS BEARING, demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n] 

BEARLIKE ABEEIKLR bearish (resembling bear (large mammal)) [adj] 

BEARPAWS AABEPRSW BEARPAW, paw of bear [n] 

BEARSKIN ABEIKNRS skin of bear [n -S] 

BEARWOOD ABDEOORW small tree of buckthorn family [n -S] 

BEASTIES ABEEISST BEASTIE, tiny animal [n] 

BEATABLE AABBEELT BEAT, to strike repeatedly [adj] 

BEATDOWN ABDENOTW crushing defeat [n -S]  

BEATIFIC ABCEFIIT blissful (very happy) [adj] 

BEATINGS ABEGINST BEATING, defeat [n] 

BEATLESS ABEELSST having no rhythm [adj] 

BEATNIKS ABEIKNST BEATNIK, nonconformist [n] 

BEAUCOUP ABCEOPUU abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEAUTIES ABEEISTU BEAUTY, one that is lovely [n] 

BEAUTIFY ABEFITUY to make beautiful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BEAVERED ABDEEERV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEDEAFEN ABDEEEFN to deafen (to make deaf) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDHEADS ABDDEEHS BEDHEAD, upright board at head of bed [n] 

BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S] 

BEEBREAD ABBDEEER pollen mixture [n -S] 

BEFLEAED ABDEEEFL BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEHEADAL AABDEEHL act of beheading (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BEHEADED ABDDEEEH BEHEAD, to cut off head of [v] 

BEHEADER ABDEEEHR one that beheads (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BELEAPED ABDEEELP BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 
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BEMEANED ABDEEEMN BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

BEQUEATH ABEEHQTU to grant by testament [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEREAVED ABDEEERV BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

BEREAVER ABEEERRV one that bereaves (to deprive (to take something away from)) [n -S] 

BEREAVES ABEEERSV BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

BESMEARS ABEEMRSS BESMEAR, to smear over [v] 

BESPEAKS ABEEKPSS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BESPREAD ABDEEPRS to spread over [v BESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

BESTEADS ABDEESST BESTEAD, to help (to give assistance to) [v] 

BIGHEADS ABDEGHIS BIGHEAD, disease of animals [n] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BILLHEAD ABDEHILL letterhead [n -S] 

BIOCLEAN ABCEILNO free of harmful organisms [adj] 

BITEABLE ABBEEILT BITE, to seize with teeth [adj] 

BIYEARLY ABEILRYY occurring every two years [adj] 

BLEACHED ABCDEEHL BLEACH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLEACHER ABCEEHLR one that bleaches (to whiten (to make white)) [n -S] 

BLEACHES ABCEEHLS BLEACH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLEAKEST ABEEKLST BLEAK, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

BLEAKISH ABEHIKLS somewhat bleak [adj] 

BLEAREST ABEELRST BLEAR, dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [adj] 

BLEARIER ABEEILRR BLEARY, dimmed [adj] 

BLEARILY ABEILLRY BLEARY, dimmed [adv] 

BLEARING ABEGILNR BLEAR, to dim (to make dim) [v] 

BLEATERS ABEELRST BLEATER, one that bleats (to utter cry of sheep) [n] 

BLEATING ABEGILNT BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S] 

BLUEHEAD ABDEEHLU marine fish [n -S] 

BOGBEANS ABBEGNOS BOGBEAN, marsh plant [n] 

BOLTHEAD ABDEHLOT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -S] 

BONEHEAD ABDEEHNO stupid person [n -S] 

BONEMEAL ABEELMNO fertilizer or feed made from crushed bone [n -S] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BOREASES ABEEORSS BOREAS, north wind [n] 

BOWHEADS ABDEHOSW BOWHEAD, arctic whale [n] 

BRACTEAL AABCELRT BRACT, leaflike plant part [adj] 

BRAKEAGE AABEEGKR act of braking (to slow down or stop) [n -S] 

BREACHED ABCDEEHR BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREACHER ABCEEHRR one that breaches (to break through) [n -S] 

BREACHES ABCEEHRS BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREADBOX ABBDEORX container for bread [n -ES] 

BREADING ABDEGINR BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 

BREADNUT ABDENRTU tropical fruit [n -S] 

BREADTHS ABDEHRST BREADTH, width (extent from side to side) [n] 

BREAKAGE AABEEGKR act of breaking (to reduce to fragments) [n -S] 

BREAKERS ABEEKRRS BREAKER, one that breaks (to reduce to fragments) [n] 
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BREAKING ABEGIKNR change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S] / BREAK, to reduce to fragments [v] 

BREAKOUT ABEKORTU escape [n -S] 

BREAKUPS ABEKPRSU BREAKUP, act of breaking up [n] 

BREAMING ABEGIMNR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v] 

BREASTED ABDEERST BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

BREATHED ABDEEHRT BREATHE, to inhale and exhale air [v] 

BREATHER ABEEHRRT one that breathes (to inhale and exhale air) [n -S] 

BREATHES ABEEHRST BREATHE, to inhale and exhale air [v] 

BROWBEAT ABBEORTW to intimidate [v BROWBEAT, -EN, -ING, -S] 

BUCKBEAN ABBCEKNU marsh plant [n -S] 

BUGBEARS ABBEGRSU BUGBEAR, object or source of dread [n] 

BULKHEAD ABDEHKLU partition in ship [n -S] 

BULLHEAD ABDEHLLU freshwater catfish [n -S] 

BUNHEADS ABDEHNSU BUNHEAD, female ballet dancer [n] 

BUTTHEAD ABDEHTTU stupid person [n -S] 

CADUCEAN AACCDENU CADUCEUS, heraldic wand or staff [adj] 

CALCEATE AACCEELT wearing shoes (covering for foot) [adj] 

CALYCEAL AACCELLY calycine (pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower)) [adj] 

CASEASES AACEESSS CASEASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

CASEATED AACDEEST CASEATE, to become cheesy [v] 

CASEATES AACEESST CASEATE, to become cheesy [v] 

CATHEADS AACDEHST CATHEAD, beam projecting from ship's bow [n] 

CAVEATED AACDEETV CAVEAT, to enter type of legal notice [v] 

CAVEATOR AACEORTV one that files caveat [n -S] 

CERULEAN ACEELNRU blue color [n -S] 

CESAREAN AACEENRS method of child delivery [n -S] 

CETACEAN AACCEENT aquatic mammal [n -S] 

CHAPEAUS AACEHPSU CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHAPEAUX AACEHPUX CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHATEAUS AACEHSTU CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHATEAUX AACEHTUX CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHEAPENS ACEEHNPS CHEAPEN, to make cheap [v] 

CHEAPEST ACEEHPST CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPIES ACEEHIPS CHEAPIE, one that is cheap [n] 

CHEAPISH ACEHHIPS somewhat cheap [adj] 

CHEATERS ACEEHRST CHEATER, one that cheats (to defraud (to swindle)) [n] 

CHEATING ACEGHINT CHEAT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CINEASTE ACEEINST cineast (devotee of motion pictures) [n -S] 

CINEASTS ACEINSST CINEAST, devotee of motion pictures [n] 

CITEABLE ABCEEILT suitable for citation [adj] 

CLEANERS ACEELNRS CLEANER, one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n] 

CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEANSED ACDEELNS CLEANSE, to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v] 
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CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S] 

CLEANSES ACEELNSS CLEANSE, to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v] 

CLEANUPS ACELNPSU CLEANUP, act of cleaning [n] 

CLEARCUT ACCELRTU to cut forest completely [v CLEARCUT, -ING, -S] 

CLEARERS ACEELRRS CLEARER, one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n] 

CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEARING ACEGILNR open space [n -S] / CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

CLEATING ACEGILNT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEAVAGE AACEEGLV act of cleaving (to split or divide) [n -S] 

CLEAVERS ACEELRSV CLEAVER, heavy knife [n] 

CLEAVING ACEGILNV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLYPEATE ACEELPTY CLYPEUS, shield-like structure [adj] 

COAPPEAR AACEOPPR to appear together or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCHLEAE ACCEEHLO COCHLEA, part of ear [n] 

COCHLEAR ACCEHLOR COCHLEA, part of ear [adj] 

COCHLEAS ACCEHLOS COCHLEA, part of ear [n] 

COCREATE ACCEEORT to create together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COHEADED ACDDEEHO COHEAD, to head jointly [v] 

COKEHEAD ACDEEHKO cocaine addict [n -S] 

COLEADER ACDEELOR one that coleads (to lead jointly) [n -S] 

COLINEAR ACEILNOR lying in same straight line [adj] 

COMPLEAT ACELMOPT to complete (to bring to end) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCEALS ACCELNOS CONCEAL, to keep from sight or discovery [v] 

CONGEALS ACEGLNOS CONGEAL, to change from fluid to solid [v] 

COPYREAD ACDEOPRY to copyedit (to prepare copy for printer) [v COPYREAD, -ING, -S] 

CORNMEAL ACELMNOR meal made from corn [n -S] 

COTQUEAN ACENOQTU vulgar woman [n -S] 

COUTEAUX ACEOTUUX COUTEAU, knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n] 

CRABMEAT AABCEMRT edible part of crab [n -S] 

CREAKIER ACEEIKRR CREAKY, creaking [adj] 

CREAKILY ACEIKLRY CREAKY, creaking [adv] 

CREAKING ACEGIKNR CREAK, to squeak (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [v] 

CREAMERS ACEEMRRS CREAMER, cream pitcher [n] 

CREAMERY ACEEMRRY dairy (establishment dealing in milk products) [n -RIES] 

CREAMIER ACEEIMRR CREAMY, rich in cream [adj] 

CREAMILY ACEILMRY CREAMY, rich in cream [adv] 

CREAMING ACEGIMNR CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

CREASERS ACEERRSS CREASER, one that creases (to make fold or wrinkle in) [n] 

CREASIER ACEEIRRS CREASY, having folds or wrinkles [adj] 

CREASING ACEGINRS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREATINE ACEEINRT chemical compound [n -S] 

CREATING ACEGINRT CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

CREATINS ACEINRST CREATIN, creatine (chemical compound) [n] 
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CREATION ACEINORT something created [n -S] 

CREATIVE ACEEIRTV one who has ability to create [n -S] 

CREATORS ACEORRST CREATOR, one that creates (to cause to exist) [n] 

CREATURE ACEERRTU living being [n -S] 

CUDBEARS ABCDERSU CUDBEAR, red dye [n] 

CUNEATED ACDEENTU cuneate (wedge-shaped; triangular) [adj] 

CUNEATIC ACCEINTU cuneate (wedge-shaped; triangular) [adj] 

DAHABEAH AAABDEHH large passenger boat [n -S] 

DATEABLE AABDEELT DATE, to determine or record date of [adj] 

DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S] 

DAYDREAM AADDEMRY to fantasize [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

DEACONED ACDDEENO DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

DEACONRY ACDENORY clerical office [n -RIES] 

DEADBEAT AABDDEET loafer (one that loafs (to pass time idly)) [n -S] 

DEADBOLT ABDDELOT lock for door [n -S] 

DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADENER ADDEEENR one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

DEADEYES ADDEEESY DEADEYE, expert marksman [n] 

DEADFALL AADDEFLL type of animal trap [n -S] 

DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLIER ADDEEILR DEADLY, fatal (causing or capable of causing death) [adj] 

DEADLIFT ADDEFILT to execute type of lift in weight lifting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEADLOCK ACDDEKLO to come to standstill [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADNESS ADDEENSS state of being dead (deprived of life) [n -ES] 

DEADPANS AADDENPS DEADPAN, to act without emotion [v] 

DEADWOOD ADDDEOOW reinforcement in ship's keel [n -S] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEAFENED ADDEEEFN DEAFEN, to make deaf [v] 

DEAFNESS ADEEFNSS state of being deaf (lacking sense of hearing) [n -ES] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEALATED AADDEELT DEALATE, insect divested of its wings [adj] 

DEALATES AADEELST DEALATE, insect divested of its wings [n] 

DEALFISH ADEFHILS marine fish [n -ES] 

DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

DEALINGS ADEGILNS DEALING, business transaction [n] 

DEANSHIP ADEHINPS deanery (office of dean) [n -S] 

DEARESTS ADEERSST DEAREST, much-loved person [n] 

DEARNESS ADEENRSS state of being dear (greatly loved) [n -ES] 

DEASHING ADEGHINS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEATHBED ABDDEEHT bed on which person dies [n -S] 

DEATHCUP ACDEHPTU poisonous mushroom [n -S] 

DEATHFUL ADEFHLTU fatal (causing or capable of causing death) [adj] 

DEBEAKED ABDDEEEK DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v] 

DEBEARDS ABDDEERS DEBEARD, to remove filaments from mussel [v] 

DECEASED ACDDEEES deceased person [n -S] / DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 
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DECEASES ACDEEESS DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 

DECREASE ACDEEERS to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEFEATED ADDEEEFT DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

DEFEATER ADEEEFRT one that defeats (to win victory over) [n -S] 

DEFLEAED ADDEEEFL DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELEAVED ADDEEELV DELEAVE, to separate copies of [v] 

DELEAVES ADEEELSV DELEAVE, to separate copies of [v] 

DEMEANED ADDEEEMN DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v] 

DEMEANOR ADEEMNOR manner in which one conducts oneself [n -S] 

DESTREAM ADEEMRST to reverse categorizing of students [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISEASED ADDEEISS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISEASES ADEEISSS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISPREAD ADDEIPRS to spread out [v DISPREAD, -ING, -S] 

DISSEATS ADEISSST DISSEAT, to unseat (to remove from seat) [v] 

DOGEARED ADDEEGOR DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v] 

DOPEHEAD ADDEEHOP drug addict [n -S] 

DOWNBEAT ABDENOTW first beat of musical measure [n -S] 

DREADEST ADDEERST DREAD, frightening [adj] 

DREADFUL ADDEFLRU publication containing sensational material [n -S] 

DREADING ADDEGINR DREAD, to fear greatly [v] 

DREAMERS ADEEMRRS DREAMER, one that dreams (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [n] 

DREAMFUL ADEFLMRU dreamy (full of dreams) [adj] 

DREAMIER ADEEIMRR DREAMY, full of dreams [adj] 

DREAMILY ADEILMRY DREAMY, full of dreams [adv] 

DREAMING ADEGIMNR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) [v] 

DREAREST ADEERRST DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DREARIER ADEEIRRR DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adj] 

DREARIES ADEEIRRS DREARY, dismal person [n] 

DREARILY ADEILRRY DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adv] 

DROPHEAD ADDEHOPR convertible car [n -S] 

DRUMBEAT ABDEMRTU sound of drum [n -S] 

DRUMHEAD ADDEHMRU material stretched over end of drum [n -S] 

DUMBHEAD ABDDEHMU stupid person [n -S] 

DUNGHEAP ADEGHNPU dunghill (heap of manure) [n -S] 

DUSTHEAP ADEHPSTU pile of trash [n -S] 

DYSPNEAL ADELNPSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj] 

DYSPNEAS ADENPSSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [n] 

ECOFREAK ACEEFKOR zealous environmentalist [n -S] 

EGGHEADS ADEEGGHS EGGHEAD, intellectual [n] 

EMPYREAL AEELMPRY pertaining to sky [adj] 

EMPYREAN AEEMNPRY highest heaven [n -S] 

ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEAVOR ADEENORV to make effort [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDLEAFS ADEEFLNS ENDLEAF, endpaper (sheet of paper used in bookbinding) [n] 
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ENNEADIC ACDEEINN ENNEAD, group of nine [adj] 

ENNEAGON AEEGNNNO nonagon (nine-sided polygon) [n -S] 

ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTREATS AEENRSTT ENTREAT, to ask for earnestly [v] 

ENTREATY AEENRTTY earnest request [n -TIES] 

ESCHEATS ACEEHSST ESCHEAT, to confiscate [v] 

ESTREATS AEERSSTT ESTREAT, to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v] 

ETHEREAL AEEEHLRT airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

EUPNOEAS AEENOPSU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [n] 

EYEBEAMS ABEEEMSY EYEBEAM, glance [n] 

FACEABLE AABCEEFL FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly [adj] 

FADEAWAY AAADEFWY type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FAINEANT AAEFINNT lazy person [n -S] 

FAIRLEAD AADEFILR device used to hold ship's rigging in place [n -S] 

FATHEADS AADEFHST FATHEAD, dolt (stupid person) [n] 

FEALTIES AEEFILST FEALTY, loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n] 

FEARLESS AEEFLRSS unafraid (not afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

FEARSOME AEEFMORS frightening [adj] 

FEASANCE AACEEFNS performance of condition, obligation, or duty [n -S] 

FEASIBLE ABEEFILS capable of being done [adj] 

FEASIBLY ABEFILSY FEASIBLE, capable of being done [adv] 

FEASTERS AEEFRSST FEASTER, one that feasts (to eat sumptuously) [n] 

FEASTFUL AEFFLSTU festive (of or befitting festival) [adj] 

FEASTING AEFGINST FEAST, to eat sumptuously [v] 

FEATHERS AEEFHRST FEATHER, to cover with feathers (horny structures that form principal covering of birds) [v] 

FEATHERY AEEFHRTY resembling feathers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FEATLIER AEEFILRT FEATLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

FEATURED ADEEFRTU FEATURE, to give special prominence to [v] 

FEATURES AEEFRSTU FEATURE, to give special prominence to [v] 

FIGEATER AEEFGIRT large beetle [n -S] 

FILEABLE ABEEFILL FILE, to arrange in order for future reference [adj] 

FINEABLE ABEEFILN finable (subject to payment of fine) [adj] 

FIREABLE ABEEFILR FIRE, to project by discharging from gun [adj] 

FIREARMS AEFIMRRS FIREARM, weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder [n] 

FISHMEAL AEFHILMS ground dried fish [n -S] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

FLATHEAD AADEFHLT marine food fish [n -S] 

FLEABAGS AABEFGLS FLEABAG, inferior hotel [n] 

FLEABANE AABEEFLN flowering plant [n -S] 

FLEABITE ABEEFILT bite of flea [n -S] 

FLEAPITS AEFILPST FLEAPIT, run-down movie theater [n] 

FLEAWORT AEFLORTW European herb [n -S] 

FLOREATS AEFLORST FLOREAT, may he/she/it flourish [v] 

FOOTGEAR AEFGOORT footwear (wearing apparel for feet) [n FOOTGEAR, -S] 

FOOTWEAR AEFOORTW wearing apparel for feet [n FOOTWEAR] 

FORBEARS ABEFORRS FORBEAR, to refrain from [v] 
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FOREARMS AEFMORRS FOREARM, to arm in advance [v] 

FOREBEAR ABEEFORR ancestor [n -S] 

FOREHEAD ADEEFHOR part of face above eyes [n -S] 

FOREPEAK AEEFKOPR forward part of ship's hold [n -S] 

FORSWEAR AEFORRSW to deny under oath [v -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

FOVEATED ADEEFOTV FOVEA, shallow anatomical depression [adj] 

FREAKIER AEEFIKRR FREAKY, freakish (unusual (not usual)) [adj] 

FREAKILY AEFIKLRY in freaky (freakish (unusual (not usual))) manner [adv] 

FREAKING AEFGIKNR FREAK, to streak with color [v] 

FREAKISH AEFHIKRS unusual (not usual) [adj] 

FREAKOUT AEFKORTU event marked by wild excitement [n -S] 

FRYBREAD ABDEFRRY fried bread [n -S] 

FUCKHEAD ACDEFHKU offensive word [n -S] 

FUNEREAL AEEFLNRU funerary (pertaining to funeral (ceremony held for dead person)) [adj] 

GAGEABLE AABEEGGL GAGE, to pledge as security [adj] 

GALATEAS AAAEGLST GALATEA, strong cotton fabric [n] 

GALEATED AADEEGLT GALEA, helmet-shaped anatomical part [adj] 

GALLEASS AAEGLLSS large war galley [n -ES] 

GASTREAS AAEGRSST GASTREA, gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n] 

GEARCASE AACEEGRS casing for gears [n -S] 

GEARHEAD AADEEGHR mechanically inclined person [n -S] 

GEARINGS AEGGINRS GEARING, system of gears [n] 

GEARLESS AEEGLRSS being without gears [adj] 

GILTHEAD ADEGHILT marine fish [n -S] 

GIVEABLE ABEEGILV GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession [adj] 

GIVEAWAY AAEGIVWY something given away free of charge [n -S] 

GLEAMERS AEEGLMRS GLEAMER, one that gleams (to shine with soft radiance) [n] 

GLEAMIER AEEGILMR GLEAMY, gleaming [adj] 

GLEAMING AEGGILMN GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v] 

GLEANERS AEEGLNRS GLEANER, one that gleans (to gather little by little) [n] 

GLEANING AEGGILNN something that is gleaned [n -S] / GLEAN, to gather little by little [v] 

GODHEADS ADDEGHOS GODHEAD, godhood (state of being god) [n] 

GREASERS AEEGRRSS GREASER, one that greases (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [n] 

GREASIER AEEGIRRS GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adj] 

GREASILY AEGILRSY GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adv] 

GREASING AEGGINRS GREASE, to smear with grease (lubricating substance) [v] 

GREATENS AEEGNRST GREATEN, to make greater [v] 

GREATEST AEEGRSTT GREAT, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

GROSBEAK ABEGKORS finch (small bird) [n -S] 

HALFBEAK AABEFHKL marine fish [n -S] 

HARDHEAD AADDEHHR practical person [n -S] 

HASHHEAD AADEHHHS hashish addict [n -S] 

HATEABLE AABEEHLT meriting hatred (intense dislike or aversion) [adj] 

HAWEATER AAEEHRTW resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S] 

HEADACHE AACDEEHH pain inside head [n -S] 

HEADACHY AACDEHHY having headache (pain inside head) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 
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HEADBAND AABDDEHN band worn on head [n -S] 

HEADENDS ADDEEHNS HEADEND, facility that receives and distributes communications signals [n] 

HEADFISH ADEFHHIS marine fish [n -ES] 

HEADFULS ADEFHLSU HEADFUL, great amount of knowledge [n] 

HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S] 

HEADGEAR AADEEGHR covering for head [n HEADGEAR, -S] 

HEADHUNT ADEHHNTU to seek out, decapitate, and preserve heads of enemies [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEADIEST ADEEHIST HEADY, intoxicating [adj] 

HEADINGS ADEGHINS HEADING, title [n] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

HEADLAND AADDEHLN cliff (high, steep face of rock) [n -S] 

HEADLESS ADEEHLSS lacking head [adj] 

HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S] 

HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S] 

HEADLONG ADEGHLNO rash; impetuous [adj] 

HEADMOST ADEHMOST foremost (first in position) [adj] 

HEADNOTE ADEEHNOT prefixed note [n -S] 

HEADPINS ADEHINPS HEADPIN, bowling pin [n] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRACE AACDEEHR water channel [n -S] 

HEADRAIL AADEHILR horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S] 

HEADROOM ADEHMOOR clear vertical space [n -S] 

HEADSAIL AADEHILS type of sail [n -S] 

HEADSETS ADEEHSST HEADSET, pair of earphones [n] 

HEADSHIP ADEHHIPS position of leader [n -S] 

HEADSHOT ADEHHOST photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

HEADSMAN AADEHMNS executioner [n -MEN] 

HEADSMEN ADEEHMNS HEADSMAN, executioner [n] 

HEADSTAY AADEHSTY support for ship's foremast [n -S] 

HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj] / toward head [adv] 

HEADWAYS AADEHSWY HEADWAY, forward movement [n] 

HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 

HEADWORK ADEHKORW mental work [n -S] 

HEALABLE AABEEHLL HEAL, to make sound or whole [adj] 

HEALINGS AEGHILNS HEALING, process of becoming healthy again [n] 

HEARABLE AABEEHLR HEAR, to perceive by ear [adj] 

HEARINGS AEGHINRS HEARING, preliminary examination [n] 

HEARKENS AEEHKNRS HEARKEN, to listen to [v] 

HEARSAYS AAEHRSSY HEARSAY, secondhand information [n] 

HEARSING AEGHINRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARTENS AEEHNRST HEARTEN, to give courage to [v] 

HEARTIER AEEHIRRT HEARTY, very friendly [adj] 

HEARTIES AEEHIRST HEARTY, comrade (close friend) [n] 

HEARTILY AEHILRTY HEARTY, very friendly [adv] 
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HEARTING AEGHINRT HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

HEATABLE AABEEHLT HEAT, to make hot [adj] 

HEATEDLY ADEEHLTY in inflamed or excited manner [adv] 

HEATHENS AEEHHNST HEATHEN, uncivilized person [n] 

HEATHERS AEEHHRST HEATHER, evergreen shrub [n] 

HEATHERY AEEHHRTY HEATHER, evergreen shrub [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

HEATHIER AEEHHIRT HEATHY, abounding in heath [adj] 

HEATINGS AEGHINST HEATING, act of making something hot [n] 

HEATLESS AEEHLSST having no warmth [adj] 

HEAVENLY AEEHLNVY full of beauty and peace [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

HEAVIEST AEEHISTV HEAVY, having much weight [adj] 

HEAVYISH AEHHISVY somewhat heavy [adj] 

HEAVYSET AEEHSTVY solidly built; stocky [adj] 

HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv] 

HERMAEAN AAEEHMNR HERMA, herm (type of statue (three-dimensional work of art)) [adj] 

HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S] 

HIREABLE ABEEHILR HIRE, to engage services of for payment [adj] 

HOGSHEAD ADEGHHOS large cask [n -S] 

HOOFBEAT ABEFHOOT sound of hooves striking ground [n -S] 

HOPHEADS ADEHHOPS HOPHEAD, drug addict [n] 

HORNBEAM ABEHMNOR small tree [n -S] 

HOTHEADS ADEHHOST HOTHEAD, quick-tempered person [n] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 

HYOIDEAN ADEHINOY HYOID, bone of tongue [adj] 

HYPOGEAL AEGHLOPY underground [adj] 

HYPOGEAN AEGHNOPY hypogeal (underground) [adj] 

HYPONEAS AEHNOPSY HYPONEA, hyponoia (dulled mental activity) [n] 

IDEALESS ADEEILSS IDEA, conception existing in mind [adj] 

IDEALISE ADEEIILS to idealize (to regard as perfect) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IDEALISM ADEIILMS pursuit of noble goals [n -S] 

IDEALIST ADEIILST adherent of idealism (pursuit of noble goals) [n -S] 

IDEALITY ADEIILTY state of being perfect; something idealized [n -TIES] 

IDEALIZE ADEEIILZ to regard as perfect [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IDEALOGY ADEGILOY ideology (systematic body of ideas) [n -GIES] 

IDEATING ADEGIINT IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDEATION ADEIINOT act of ideating (to form idea) [n -S] 

IDEATIVE ADEEIITV pertaining to ideation (act of ideating (to form idea)) [adj] 

IMPEARLS AEILMPRS IMPEARL, to make pearly [v] 

IMPLEADS ADEILMPS IMPLEAD, to sue in court of law [v] 

INCHMEAL ACEHILMN little by little [adv] 

INCREASE ACEEINRS to make or become greater [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCREATE ACEEINRT not created (to cause to exist) [adj] 

INEARTHS AEHINRST INEARTH, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INSHEATH AEHHINST to ensheath (to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTREATS AEINRSTT INTREAT, to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v] 

INWEAVED ADEEINVW INWEAVE, to weave together [v] 
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INWEAVES AEEINSVW INWEAVE, to weave together [v] 

IPOMOEAS AEIMOOPS IPOMOEA, flowering plant [n] 

ISOLEADS ADEILOSS ISOLEAD, line on ballistic graph [n] 

JAMBEAUS AABEJMSU JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JAMBEAUX AABEJMUX JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JARHEADS AADEHJRS JARHEAD, marine soldier [n] 

JEALOUSY AEJLOSUY jealous feeling [n -SIES] 

JETBEADS ABDEEJST JETBEAD, ornamental shrub [n] 

JUGHEADS ADEGHJSU JUGHEAD, dolt (stupid person) [n] 

KLEAGLES AEEGKLLS KLEAGLE, official in Ku Klux Klan [n] 

KNEADERS ADEEKNRS KNEADER, one that kneads (to work into uniform mixture with hands) [n] 

KNEADING ADEGIKNN KNEAD, to work into uniform mixture with hands [v] 

KNITWEAR AEIKNRTW knitted clothing [n KNITWEAR] 

KNOTHEAD ADEHKNOT stupid person [n -S] 

LACTEALS AACELLST LACTEAL, lymphatic vessel [n] 

LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S] 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LEACHATE AACEEHLT solution obtained by leaching [n -S] 

LEACHERS ACEEHLRS LEACHER, one that leaches (to subject to filtering action of liquid) [n] 

LEACHIER ACEEHILR LEACHY, porous (having minute openings) [adj] 

LEACHING ACEGHILN LEACH, to subject to filtering action of liquid [v] 

LEADABLE AABDEELL LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [adj] 

LEADENED ADDEEELN LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [v] 

LEADENLY ADEELLNY LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [adv] 

LEADIEST ADEEILST LEADY, resembling lead [adj] 

LEADINGS ADEGILNS LEADING, covering or border of lead [n] 

LEADLESS ADEELLSS having no lead [adj] 

LEADOFFS ADEFFLOS LEADOFF, opening play or move [n] 

LEADSMAN AADELMNS seaman who measures depth of water [n -MEN] 

LEADSMEN ADEELMNS LEADSMAN, seaman who measures depth of water [n] 

LEADWORK ADEKLORW something made of lead [n -S] 

LEADWORT ADELORTW tropical plant [n -S] 

LEAFAGES AAEEFGLS LEAFAGE, foliage (growth of leaves of plant) [n] 

LEAFIEST AEEFILST LEAFY, covered with leaves [adj] 

LEAFLESS AEEFLLSS having no leaves [adj] 

LEAFLETS AEEFLLST LEAFLET, to distribute printed sheets of paper [v] 

LEAFLIKE AEEFIKLL resembling leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

LEAFMOLD ADEFLLMO soil composed mostly of decayed leaves [n -S] 

LEAFROLL AEFLLLOR virus disease of potatoes [n -S] 

LEAFWORM AEFLMORW moth larva that feeds on leaves [n -S] 

LEAGUERS AEEGLRSU LEAGUER, to besiege (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

LEAGUING AEGGILNU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEAKAGES AAEEGKLS LEAKAGE, act or instance of leaking [n] 

LEAKIEST AEEIKLST LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEAKLESS AEEKLLSS designed not to leak [adj] 

LEALTIES AEEILLST LEALTY, loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n] 
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LEANINGS AEGILNNS LEANING, tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n] 

LEANNESS AEELNNSS state of being lean (having little fat) [n -ES] 

LEAPFROG AEFGLOPR to jump over with legs wide apart [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LEARIEST AEEILRST LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

LEARNERS AEELNRRS LEARNER, one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n] 

LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] / LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LEASABLE AABEELLS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [adj] 

LEASHING AEGHILNS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEASINGS AEGILNSS LEASING, falsehood [n] 

LEATHERN AEEHLNRT made of leather [adj] 

LEATHERS AEEHLRST LEATHER, to cover with leather (dressed or tanned hide of animal) [v] 

LEATHERY AEEHLRTY resembling leather [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

LEAVENED ADEEELNV LEAVEN, to produce fermentation in [v] 

LEAVENER AEEELNRV one that has tempering influence [n -S] 

LEAVIEST AEEILSTV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 

LEAVINGS AEGILNSV LEAVING, leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n] 

LIKEABLE ABEEIKLL likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

LIKEABLY ABEIKLLY LIKEABLE, likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adv] 

LIMEADES ADEEILMS LIMEADE, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n] 

LINEABLE ABEEILLN lying in straight line [adj] 

LINEAGES AEEGILNS LINEAGE, direct descent from ancestor [n] 

LINEALLY AEILLLNY LINEAL, being directly descended from ancestor [adv] 

LINEARLY AEILLNRY LINEAR, of or resembling straight line [adv] 

LINEATED ADEEILNT lineate (marked with lines) [adj] 

LIPREADS ADEILPRS LIPREAD, to understand spoken words by interpreting lip movements of speaker [v] 

LIVEABLE ABEEILLV livable (suitable for living in) [adj] 

LONGHEAD ADEGHLNO person having long skull [n -S] 

LONGLEAF AEFGLLNO evergreen tree [n -AVES] 

LOVEABLE ABEELLOV lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adj] 

LOVEABLY ABELLOVY LOVEABLE, lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adv] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

LUNKHEAD ADEHKLNU stupid person [n -S] 

MAKEABLE AABEEKLM MAKE, to cause to exist [adj] 

MALEATES AAEELMST MALEATE, chemical salt [n] 

MALTREAT AAELMRTT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MANTEAUS AAEMNSTU MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MASTHEAD AADEHMST to raise to top of mast [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MEAGERER AEEEGMRR MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adj] 

MEAGERLY AEEGLMRY MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adv] 

MEAGRELY AEEGLMRY MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adv] 

MEAGREST AEEGMRST MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEALIEST AEEILMST MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

MEALLESS AEELLMSS lacking meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

MEALTIME AEEILMMT usual time for meal [n -S] 

MEALWORM AELMMORW destructive larva of certain beetles [n -S] 
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MEALYBUG ABEGLMUY destructive insect [n -S] 

MEANDERS ADEEMNRS MEANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

MEANINGS AEGIMNNS MEANING, something that one intends to convey by language [n] 

MEANNESS AEEMNNSS state of being mean (inferior in grade, quality, or character) [n -ES] 

MEANTIME AEEIMMNT intervening time [n -S] 

MEASLIER AEEILMRS MEASLY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEASURED ADEEMRSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v] 

MEASURER AEEMRRSU one that measures (to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of) [n -S] 

MEASURES AEEMRSSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v] 

MEATBALL AABELLMT small ball of chopped meat [n -S] 

MEATHEAD AADEEHMT dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

MEATHOOK AEHKMOOT hook on which to hang meat [n -S] 

MEATIEST AEEIMSTT MEATY, full of meat [adj] 

MEATLESS AEELMSST having no meat [adj] 

MEATLOAF AAEFLMOT baked loaf of ground meat [n -AVES] 

MEATUSES AEEMSSTU MEATUS, natural body passage [n] 

MEGADEAL AADEEGLM business deal involving lot of money [n -S] 

MENSWEAR AEEMNRSW clothing for men [n MENSWEAR] 

MIDYEARS ADEIMRSY MIDYEAR, middle of year [n] 

MILEAGES AEEGILMS MILEAGE, total distance expressed in miles [n] 

MINEABLE ABEEILMN minable (capable of being mined) [adj] 

MISDEALS ADEILMSS MISDEAL, to deal cards incorrectly [v] 

MISDEALT ADEILMST MISDEAL, to deal cards incorrectly [v] 

MISEASES AEEIMSSS MISEASE, discomfort [n] 

MISEATEN AEEIMNST MISEAT, to eat improperly [v] 

MISHEARD ADEHIMRS MISHEAR, to hear (to perceive by ear) incorrectly [v] 

MISHEARS AEHIMRSS MISHEAR, to hear (to perceive by ear) incorrectly [v] 

MISLEADS ADEILMSS MISLEAD, to lead astray [v] 

MISLEARN AEILMNRS to learn wrongly [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

MISPLEAD ADEILMPS to plead wrongly or falsely [v -ED, -LED, -ING, -S] 

MISREADS ADEIMRSS MISREAD, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) incorrectly [v] 

MISSEATS AEIMSSST MISSEAT, to seat wrongly [v] 

MISSPEAK AEIKMPSS to speak (to utter words) incorrectly [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

MISTEACH ACEHIMST to teach wrongly or badly [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

MISTREAT AEIMRSTT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOONBEAM ABEMMNOO ray of light from moon (earth's natural satellite) [n -S] 

MOPHEADS ADEHMOPS MOPHEAD, person with thick shaggy hair [n] 

MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 

MOVEABLE ABEELMOV movable (something that can be moved) [n -S] 

MOVEABLY ABELMOVY movably (so as to be capable of being moved) [adv] 

NAILHEAD AADEHILN top of nail [n -S] 

NAMEABLE AABEELMN NAME, to give title to [adj] 

NAUSEANT AAENNSTU agent that induces nausea [n -S] 

NAUSEATE AAEENSTU to affect with nausea [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

NEARNESS AEENNRSS state of being near (situated within short distance) [n -ES] 
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NEARSIDE ADEEINRS left side [n -S] 

NEATENED ADEEENNT NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEATHERD ADEEHNRT cowherd (one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines)) [n -S] 

NEATNESS AEENNSST state of being neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [n -ES] 

NEATNIKS AEIKNNST NEATNIK, compulsively neat person [n] 

NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR] 

NEWSBEAT ABEENSTW news source that reporter is assigned to cover [n -S] 

NEWSPEAK AEEKNPSW deliberately ambiguous language [n -S] 

NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

NONLEAFY AEFLNNOY not having leaves [adj] 

NUCLEASE ACEELNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

NUCLEATE ACEELNTU to form into nucleus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUTMEATS AEMNSTTU NUTMEAT, edible kernel of nut [n] 

NYMPHEAN AEHMNNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

OATMEALS AAELMOST OATMEAL, meal made from oats [n] 

OBEAHISM ABEHIMOS use of obeah [n -S] 

OCEANAUT AACENOTU aquanaut (scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations) [n -S] 

ODYSSEAN ADENOSSY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [adj] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OFFBEATS ABEFFOST OFFBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

OLEANDER ADEELNOR flowering shrub [n -S] 

OLEASTER AEELORST flowering shrub [n -S] 

ONSTREAM AEMNORST in or into production [adv] 

OUTBEAMS ABEMOSTU OUTBEAM, to surpass in beaming [v] 

OUTBLEAT ABELOTTU to surpass in bleating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBREAK ABEKORTU sudden eruption [n -S] 

OUTCHEAT ACEHOTTU to surpass in cheating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTDREAM ADEMORTU to surpass in dreaming [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTEARNS AENORSTU OUTEARN, to surpass in earning [v] 

OUTEATEN AEENOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTFEAST AEFOSTTU to surpass in feasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGLEAM AEGLMOTU to surpass in gleaming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHEARD ADEHORTU OUTHEAR, to surpass in hearing [v] 

OUTHEARS AEHORSTU OUTHEAR, to surpass in hearing [v] 

OUTLEADS ADELOSTU OUTLEAD, to surpass in leading [v] 

OUTLEAPS AELOPSTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTLEAPT AELOPTTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTREACH ACEHORTU to reach beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTREADS ADEORSTU OUTREAD, to surpass in reading [v] 

OUTSPEAK AEKOPSTU to outdo in speaking [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWEAR AEORSTUW to surpass in swearing [v -WARE, -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

OUTWEARS AEORSTUW OUTWEAR, to last longer than [v] 

OUTWEARY AEORTUWY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OVERBEAR ABEEORRV to bring down by superior weight or force [v -BORE, -BORN, -BORNE, -ING, -S] 

OVERBEAT ABEEORTV to beat too much [v OVERBEAT, -EN, -ING, -S] 
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OVERDEAR ADEEORRV too dear; too costly [adj] 

OVEREASY AEEORSVY too easy [adj] 

OVEREATS AEEORSTV OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v] 

OVERFEAR AEEFORRV to fear too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAD ADEEHORV general cost of running business [n -S] 

OVERHEAP AEEHOPRV to heap up or accumulate to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAR AEEHORRV to hear without speaker's knowledge or intention [v -D, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAT AEEHORTV to heat to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLEAF AEEFLORV on other side of page [adv] 

OVERLEAP AEELOPRV to leap over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERNEAR AEENORRV too near [adj] 

OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj] 

OVERSEAS AEEORSSV beyond or across sea [adv] 

OVERWEAK AEEKORVW too weak [adj] 

OVERWEAR AEEORRVW to wear out [v -WORE, WORN, -ING, -S] 

OVERZEAL AEELORVZ excess of zeal [n -S] 

OXHEARTS AEHORSTX OXHEART, variety of sweet cherry [n] 

PAEANISM AAEIMNPS chanting of paean [n -S] 

PAGEANTS AAEGNPST PAGEANT, elaborate public spectacle [n] 

PAMPEANS AAEMNPPS PAMPEAN, native of pampas [n] 

PANACEAN AAACENNP PANACEA, remedy for all diseases or ills [adj] 

PANACEAS AAACENPS PANACEA, remedy for all diseases or ills [n] 

PANCREAS AACENPRS large gland [n -ES] 

PEABERRY ABEEPRRY coffee berry having single round seed [n -RRIES] 

PEABRAIN AABEINPR stupid person [n -S] 

PEACEFUL ACEEFLPU undisturbed; calm [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

PEACENIK ACEEIKNP one who demonstrates against war [n -S] 

PEACHERS ACEEHPRS PEACHER, one that peaches (to inform against someone) [n] 

PEACHICK ACCEHIKP young peafowl [n -S] 

PEACHIER ACEEHIPR PEACHY, dandy (fine (excellent)) [adj] 

PEACHING ACEGHINP PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEACOATS AACEOPST PEACOAT, heavy woolen jacket [n] 

PEACOCKS ACCEKOPS PEACOCK, to strut vainly [v] 

PEACOCKY ACCEKOPY flamboyant, showy [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

PEAFOWLS AEFLOPSW PEAFOWL, large pheasant [n] 

PEAKIEST AEEIKPST PEAKY, sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

PEAKLESS AEEKLPSS having no peak (pointed top) [adj] 

PEAKLIKE AEEIKKLP resembling peak [adj] 

PEANUTTY AENPTTUY having taste of peanuts [n -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

PEARLASH AAEHLPRS alkaline compound [n -ES] 

PEARLERS AEELPRRS PEARLER, one that dives for pearls [n] 

PEARLIER AEEILPRR PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

PEARLIES AEEILPRS teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n PEARLIES] 

PEARLING AEGILNPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEARLITE AEEILPRT cast-iron alloy [n -S] 

PEARMAIN AAEIMNPR variety of apple [n -S] 
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PEARTEST AEEPRSTT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PEARWOOD ADEOOPRW wood of pear tree [n -S] 

PEASANTS AAENPSST PEASANT, person of inferior social rank [n] 

PEASANTY AAENPSTY PEASANT, person of inferior social rank [adj] 

PEASCODS ACDEOPSS PEASCOD, peasecod (pea pod) [n] 

PEASECOD ACDEEOPS pea pod [n -S] 

PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

PEATLAND AADELNPT land consisting mostly of peat [n -S] 

PERIGEAL AEEGILPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERINEAL AEEILNPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [adj] 

PERMEANT AEEMNPRT that permeates [adj] 

PERMEASE AEEEMPRS catalyzing agent [n -S] 

PERMEATE AEEEMPRT to spread through [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERONEAL AEELNOPR pertaining to fibula (bone of leg) [adj] 

PHEASANT AAEHNPST large, long-tailed bird [n -S] 

PHREAKED ADEEHKPR PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHREAKER AEEHKPRR one that phreaks (to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls) [n -S] 

PHREATIC ACEHIPRT pertaining to underground waters [adj] 

PILEATED ADEEILPT pileate (having pileus (umbrella-shaped portion of mushroom)) [adj] 

PINHEADS ADEHINPS PINHEAD, head of pin [n] 

PIPEAGES AEEGIPPS PIPEAGE, pipage (system of pipes) [n] 

PITHEADS ADEHIPST PITHEAD, mine entrance [n] 

PLATEAUS AAELPSTU PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] / PLATEAU, to reach period or condition of stability [v] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

PLAYWEAR AAELPRWY clothing worn for leisure activities [n PLAYWEAR] 

PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEACHES ACEEHLPS PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEADERS ADEELPRS PLEADER, one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n] 

PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S] / PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

PLEASERS AEELPRSS PLEASER, one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n] 

PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PLEATERS AEELPRST PLEATER, one that pleats (to fold in even manner) [n] 

PLEATHER AEEHLPRT plastic fabric made to look like leather [n -S] 

PLEATING AEGILNPT arrangement of pleats (small folds) in garment [n -S] / PLEAT, to fold in even manner [v] 

PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

POLEAXED ADEELOPX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLEAXES AEELOPSX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POSEABLE ABEELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSTHEAT AEHOPSTT heat applied to metal after welding [n -S] 

POTHEADS ADEHOPST POTHEAD, one who smokes marijuana [n] 

PREACHED ACDEEHPR PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

PREACHER ACEEHPRR one that preaches (to advocate or recommend urgently) [n -S] 

PREACHES ACEEHPRS PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 
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PREACTED ACDEEPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PREADAPT AADEPPRT to adapt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADMIT ADEIMPRT to admit beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PREADOPT ADEOPPRT to adopt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADULT ADELPRTU person not yet adult [n -S] 

PREALLOT AELLOPRT to allot beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PREALTER AEELPRRT to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREAMBLE ABEELMPR introductory statement [n -S] 

PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

PREARMED ADEEMPRR PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

PREAUDIT ADEIPRTU audit made prior to final settlement of transaction [n -S] 

PREAVERS AEEPRRSV PREAVER, to aver or assert beforehand [v] 

PREAXIAL AAEILPRX situated in front of axis [adj] 

PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLEAR ACEELPRR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREDEATH ADEEHPRT period preceding person's death [n -S] 

PREHEATS AEEHPRST PREHEAT, to heat beforehand [v] 

PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRIAPEAN AAEINPPR priapic (phallic (pertaining to phallus (penis))) [adj] 

PROTEANS AENOPRST PROTEAN, type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n] 

PROTEASE AEEOPRST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PYGMAEAN AAEGMNPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

QUEASIER AEEIQRSU QUEASY, easily nauseated [adj] 

QUEASILY AEILQSUY QUEASY, easily nauseated [adv] 

QUEAZIER AEEIQRUZ QUEAZY, queasy (easily nauseated) [adj] 

RAILHEAD AADEHILR end of railroad line [n -S] 

RAINWEAR AAEINRRW waterproof clothing [n RAINWEAR] 

RATEABLE AABEELRT ratable (capable of being rated) [adj]  

RATEABLY AABELRTY RATEABLE, ratable (capable of being rated) [adv] 

REABSORB ABBEORRS to absorb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCEDE ACCDEEER to accede again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REACCENT ACCEENRT to accent again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCEPT ACCEEPRT to accept again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCUSE ACCEERSU to accuse again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REACHERS ACEEHRRS REACHER, one that reaches (to stretch out or put forth) [n] 

REACHING ACEGHINR REACH, to stretch out or put forth [v] 

REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTING ACEGINRT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTIVE ACEEIRTV tending to react [adj] 

REACTORS ACEORRST REACTOR, one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n] 

READABLE AABDEELR READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [adj] 

READABLY AABDELRY READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [adv] 

READAPTS AADEPRST READAPT, to adapt again [v] 

READDICT ACDDEIRT to addict again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READDING ADDEGINR READD, to add again [v] 
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READERLY ADEELRRY typical of reader [adj] 

READIEST ADEEIRST READY, prepared [adj] 

READINGS ADEGINRS READING, material that is read [n] 

READJUST ADEJRSTU to adjust again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READMITS ADEIMRST READMIT, to admit again [v] 

READOPTS ADEOPRST READOPT, to adopt again [v] 

READORNS ADENORRS READORN, to adorn again [v] 

READOUTS ADEORSTU READOUT, presentation of computer data [n] 

READYING ADEGINRY READY, to make ready [v] 

REAFFIRM AEFFIMRR to affirm again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAGENTS AEEGNRST REAGENT, substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n] 

REAGINIC ACEGIINR REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [adj] 

REALGARS AAEGLRRS REALGAR, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

REALIGNS AEGILNRS REALIGN, to align again [v] 

REALISED ADEEILRS REALISE, to realize (to understand completely) [v] 

REALISER AEEILRRS one that realises (to realize (to understand completely)) [n -S] 

REALISES AEEILRSS REALISE, to realize (to understand completely) [v] 

REALISMS AEILMRSS REALISM, concern with fact or reality [n] 

REALISTS AEILRSST REALIST, one who is concerned with fact or reality [n] 

REALIZED ADEEILRZ REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

REALIZER AEEILRRZ one that realizes (to understand completely) [n -S] 

REALIZES AEEILRSZ REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

REALLOTS AELLORST REALLOT, to allot again [v] 

REALNESS AEELNRSS state of being real (having actual existence) [n -ES] 

REALTERS AEELRRST REALTER, to alter again [v] 

REALTIES AEEILRST REALTY, property in buildings and land [n] 

REALTORS AELORRST REALTOR, trademark [n] 

REANOINT AEINNORT to anoint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAPABLE AABEELPR REAP, to cut for harvest [adj] 

REAPHOOK AEHKOOPR implement used in reaping [n -S] 

REAPPEAR AAEEPPRR to appear again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARGUED ADEEGRRU REARGUE, to argue again [v] 

REARGUES AEEGRRSU REARGUE, to argue again [v] 

REARINGS AEGINRRS REARING, act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n] 

REARMICE ACEEIMRR reremice (bats (flying mammals)) [n REARMICE] 

REARMING AEGIMNRR REARM, to arm again [v] 

REARMOST AEMORRST coming or situated last [adj] 

REAROUSE AEEORRSU to arouse again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REARREST AEERRRST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARWARD AADERRRW rearmost division of army [n -S] 

REASCEND ACDEENRS to ascend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S] 

REASONED ADEENORS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

REASONER AEENORRS one that reasons (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts) [n -S] 

REASSAIL AAEILRSS to assail again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSERT AEERRSST to assert again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REASSESS AEERSSSS to assess again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REASSIGN AEGINRSS to assign again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSORT AEORRSST to assort again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSUME AEEMRSSU to assume again [v -D, -MING, -S] 

REASSURE AEERRSSU to assure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REATTACH AACEHRTT to attach again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REATTACK AACEKRTT to attack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REATTAIN AAEINRTT to attain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAVAILS AAEILRSV REAVAIL, to avail again [v] 

REAVOWED ADEEORVW REAVOW, to avow again [v] 

REAWAKED AADEEKRW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

REAWAKEN AAEEKNRW to awaken again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAWAKES AAEEKRSW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

REAWOKEN AEEKNORW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

RECHEATS ACEEHRST RECHEAT, hunting call [n] 

RECLEANS ACEELNRS RECLEAN, to clean again [v] 

RECREANT ACEENRRT coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

RECREATE ACEEERRT to refresh mentally or physically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REDEFEAT ADEEEFRT to defeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDHEADS ADDEEHRS REDHEAD, person with red hair [n] 

REDREAMS ADEEMRRS REDREAM, to dream again [v] 

REDREAMT ADEEMRRT REDREAM, to dream again [v] 

REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REGEARED ADEEEGRR REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REHEATED ADEEEHRT REHEAT, to heat again [v] 

REHEATER AEEEHRRT one that reheats (to heat again) [n -S] 

RELEARNS AEELNRRS RELEARN, to learn again [v] 

RELEARNT AEELNRRT RELEARN, to learn again [v] 

RELEASED ADEEELRS RELEASE, to set free [v] 

RELEASEE AEEEELRS one that is released [n -S] 

RELEASER AEEELRRS one that releases (to set free) [n -S] 

RELEASES AEEELRSS RELEASE, to set free [v] 

RELEASOR AEELORRS releaser (one that releases (to set free)) [n -S] 

REPEALED ADEEELPR REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

REPEALER AEEELPRR one that repeals (to revoke (to annul by taking back)) [n -S] 

REPEATED ADEEEPRT REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

REPEATER AEEEPRRT one that repeats (to say or do again) [n -S] 

REPLEADS ADEELPRS REPLEAD, to plead again [v] 

REREPEAT AEEEPRRT to repeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESEALED ADEEELRS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEARCH ACEEHRRS to investigate thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RESEASON AEENORSS to season again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESPEAKS AEEKPRSS RESPEAK, to speak again [v] 

RESPREAD ADEEPRRS to spread again [v RESPREAD, -ING, -S] 
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RETEAMED ADEEEMRT RETEAM, to team again [v] 

RETHREAD ADEEHRRT to thread again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETREADS ADEERRST RETREAD, to furnish with new tread [v] 

RETREATS AEERRSTT RETREAT, to go back or backward [v] 

REVEALED ADEEELRV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

REVEALER AEEELRRV one that reveals (to make known) [n -S] 

REWEAVED ADEEERVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v] 

REWEAVES AEEERSVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v] 

RIDEABLE ABDEEILR ridable (capable of being ridden) [adj] 

RONDEAUX ADENORUX RONDEAU, short poem of fixed form [n] 

ROSACEAS AACEORSS ROSACEA, chronic inflammation of parts of face [n] 

ROULEAUS AELORSUU ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

ROULEAUX AELORUUX ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

ROUSSEAU AEORSSUU fried pemmican [n -S] 

SALEABLE AABEELLS salable (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adj] 

SALEABLY AABELLSY SALEABLE, salable (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adv] 

SANGREAL AAEGLNRS sangrail (legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper) [n -S] 

SAPHEADS AADEHPSS SAPHEAD, foolish, stupid, or gullible person [n] 

SAVEABLE AABEELSV SAVE, to rescue from danger, injury, or loss [adj] 

SCHMEARS ACEHMRSS SCHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SCREAKED ACDEEKRS SCREAK, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SCREAMED ACDEEMRS SCREAM, to utter prolonged, piercing cry [v] 

SCREAMER ACEEMRRS one that screams (to utter prolonged, piercing cry) [n -S] 

SEABEACH AABCEEHS beach lying along sea [n -ES] 

SEABIRDS ABDEIRSS SEABIRD, bird frequenting ocean or seacoast [n] 

SEABOARD AABDEORS seacoast (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEABOOTS ABEOOSST SEABOOT, waterproof boot [n] 

SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj] 

SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEACOCKS ACCEKOSS SEACOCK, valve in ship's hull [n] 

SEACRAFT AACEFRST skill in sea navigation [n -S] 

SEADROME ADEEMORS airport in sea [n -S] 

SEAFARER AAEEFRRS sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 

SEAFLOOR AEFLOORS bottom of sea [n -S] 

SEAFOAMS AAEFMOSS SEAFOAM, foam formed on sea [n] 

SEAFOODS ADEFOOSS SEAFOOD, edible fish or shellfish from sea [n] 

SEAFOWLS AEFLOSSW SEAFOWL, seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n] 

SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S] 

SEAGOING AEGGINOS designed for use on sea [adj] 

SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -ES] 

SEAGULLS AEGLLSSU SEAGULL, gull frequenting sea [n] 

SEAHORSE AEEHORSS fish of pipefish family [n -S] 

SEAKALES AAEEKLSS SEAKALE, coastal plant with edible shoots [n] 

SEALABLE AABEELLS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [adj] 

SEALANTS AAELNSST SEALANT, sealing agent [n] 

SEALIFTS AEFILSST SEALIFT, to transport (military personnel and equipment) by ship [v] 
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SEALINGS AEGILNSS SEALING, hunting of seals [n] 

SEALLIKE AEEIKLLS resembling seal (aquatic mammal) [adj] 

SEALSKIN AEIKLNSS skin of seal [n -S] 

SEAMANLY AAELMNSY SEAMAN, sailor (member of ship's crew) [adj] 

SEAMARKS AAEKMRSS SEAMARK, landmark serving as navigational guide to mariners [n] 

SEAMIEST AEEIMSST SEAMY, unpleasant (not pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

SEAMLESS AEELMSSS having no seam [adj] 

SEAMLIKE AEEIKLMS resembling seam [adj] 

SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S] 

SEAMSTER AEEMRSST person whose occupation is sewing [n -S] 

SEAPIECE ACEEEIPS seascape (picture of sea) [n -S] 

SEAPLANE AAEELNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S] 

SEAPORTS AEOPRSST SEAPORT, harbor or town accessible to seagoing ships [n] 

SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S] 

SEARCHED ACDEEHRS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEARCHER ACEEHRRS one that searches (to look through or over carefully in order to find something) [n -S] 

SEARCHES ACEEHRSS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEAROBIN ABEINORS marine fish [n -S] 

SEASCAPE AACEEPSS picture of sea [n -S] 

SEASCOUT ACEOSSTU boy scout trained in water activities [n -S] 

SEASHELL AEEHLLSS shell of marine mollusk [n -S] 

SEASHORE AEEHORSS land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEASIDES ADEEISSS SEASIDE, seashore (land bordering on sea) [n] 

SEASONAL AAELNOSS employee or product associated with time of year [n -S] 

SEASONED ADEENOSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

SEASONER AEENORSS one that seasons (to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients) [n -S] 

SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S] 

SEATBELT ABEELSTT arrangement of straps to keep person steady in seat [n -S] 

SEATINGS AEGINSST SEATING, material for covering seats [n] 

SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj] 

SEATMATE AAEEMSTT one with whom one shares seat [n -S] 

SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S] 

SEATROUT AEORSTTU marine fish [n -S] 

SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S] 

SEAWALLS AAELLSSW SEAWALL, wall to protect shoreline from erosion [n] 

SEAWANTS AAENSSTW SEAWANT, seawan (wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans)) [n] 

SEAWARDS AADERSSW SEAWARD, direction toward open sea [n] 

SEAWARES AAEERSSW SEAWARE, seaweed used as fertilizer [n] 

SEAWATER AAEERSTW water from sea [n -S] 

SEAWEEDS ADEEESSW SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [n] 

SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

SELFHEAL AEEFHLLS perennial herb [n -S] 

SEMIDEAF ADEEFIMS partly deaf [adj] 

SERGEANT AEEGNRST noncommissioned military officer [n -S] 

SERJEANT AEEJNRST sergeant (noncommissioned military officer) [n -S] 

SHEAFING AEFGHINS SHEAF, to sheave (to gather into bundle) [v] 
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SHEALING AEGHILNS shepherd's hut [n -S] 

SHEARERS AEEHRRSS SHEARER, one that shears (to cut hair or wool from) [n] 

SHEARING AEGHINRS instance of cutting hair or wool [n -S] / SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHEATHED ADEEHHST SHEATH, to sheathe (to put into protective case) [v] / SHEATHE [v] 

SHEATHER AEEHHRST one that sheathes (to put into protective case) [n -S] 

SHEATHES AEEHHSST SHEATHE, to put into protective case [v] 

SHEAVING AEGHINSV SHEAVE, to gather into bundle [v] 

SHEBEANS ABEEHNSS SHEBEAN, shebeen (place where liquor is sold illegally) [n] 

SHINLEAF AEFHILNS perennial herb [n -S, -AVES] 

SHITHEAD ADEHHIST offensive word [n -S] 

SHMEARED ADEEHMRS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SIDEARMS ADEIMRSS SIDEARM, to pitch ball at or below shoulder level [v] 

SIDEMEAT ADEEIMST meat cut from side of pig [n -S] 

SIDEREAL ADEEILRS pertaining to stars [adj] 

SIZEABLE ABEEILSZ sizable (of considerable size) [adj]  

SIZEABLY ABEILSYZ SIZEABLE, sizable (of considerable size) [adv] 

SKINHEAD ADEHIKNS one whose hair is cut very short [n -S] 

SLEAVING AEGILNSV SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 

SLEAZIER AEEILRSZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 

SLEAZILY AEILLSYZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adv] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ person of low morals or character [n -S] 

SMEARERS AEEMRRSS SMEARER, one that smears (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n] 

SMEARIER AEEIMRRS SMEARY, smeared [adj] 

SMEARING AEGIMNRS SMEAR, to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance [v] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 

SNEAKERS AEEKNRSS SNEAKER, one that sneaks (to move stealthily) [n] 

SNEAKIER AEEIKNRS SNEAKY, deceitful [adj] 

SNEAKILY AEIKLNSY SNEAKY, deceitful [adv] 

SNEAKING AEGIKNNS SNEAK, to move stealthily [v] 

SNEAPING AEGINNPS SNEAP, to chide (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [v] 

SOFTHEAD ADEFHOST foolish person [n -S] 

SOMEDEAL ADEELMOS to some degree [adv] 

SOREHEAD ADEEHORS person who is easily angered or offended [n -S] 

SOWBREAD ABDEORSW flowering plant [n -S] 

SOYBEANS ABENOSSY SOYBEAN, seed of cultivated Asian herb [n] 

SOYMEALS AELMOSSY SOYMEAL, residue from extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n] 

SPEAKERS AEEKPRSS SPEAKER, one that speaks (to utter words) [n] 

SPEAKING AEGIKNPS speech or discourse [n -S] / SPEAK, to utter words [v] 

SPEANING AEGINNPS SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

SPEARERS AEEPRRSS SPEARER, one that spears (to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon)) [n] 

SPEARGUN AEGNPRSU gun that shoots spear [n -S] 

SPEARING AEGINPRS act of piercing with spear [n -S] / SPEAR, to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon) [v] 

SPEARMAN AAEMNPRS person armed with spear [n -MEN] 

SPEARMEN AEEMNPRS SPEARMAN, person armed with spear [n] 

SPELAEAN AAEELNPS spelean (living in caves) [adj] 
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SPIRAEAS AAEIPRSS SPIRAEA, spirea (flowering shrub) [n] 

SPREADER ADEEPRRS one that spreads (to open or expand over larger area) [n -S] 

SQUEAKED ADEEKQSU SQUEAK, to make sharp, high-pitched sound [v] 

SQUEAKER AEEKQRSU one that squeaks (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [n -S] 

SQUEALED ADEELQSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUEALER AEELQRSU one that squeals (to utter sharp, shrill cry) [n -S] 

STEADIED ADDEEIST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADIER ADEEIRST STEADY, firm in position [adj] / one that steadies (to make steady) [n -S] 

STEADIES ADEEISST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADILY ADEILSTY STEADY, firm in position [adv] 

STEADING ADEGINST small farm [n -S] / STEAD, to be of advantage to [v] 

STEALAGE AAEEGLST theft (act of stealing (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

STEALERS AEELRSST STEALER, one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n] 

STEALING AEGILNST act of one that steals [n -S] / STEAL, to take without right or permission [v] 

STEALTHS AEHLSSTT STEALTH, stealthy procedure [n] 

STEALTHY AEHLSTTY intended to escape observation [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STEAMERS AEEMRSST STEAMER, to travel by steamship [v] 

STEAMIER AEEIMRST STEAMY, marked by steam [adj] 

STEAMIES AEEIMSST STEAMIE, steamed hot dog [n] 

STEAMILY AEILMSTY STEAMY, marked by steam [adv] 

STEAMING AEGIMNST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

STEAPSIN AEINPSST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

STEARATE AAEERSTT chemical salt [n -S] 

STEARINE AEEINRST stearin (solid portion of fat) [n -S] 

STEARINS AEINRSST STEARIN, solid portion of fat [n] 

STEATITE AEEISTTT variety of talc [n -S] 

STREAKED ADEEKRST STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 

STREAKER AEEKRRST one that streaks (to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks)) [n -S] 

STREAMED ADEEMRST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

STREAMER AEEMRRST long, narrow flag [n -S] 

SUBAREAS AABERSSU SUBAREA, subdivision of area [n] 

SUBDEANS ABDENSSU SUBDEAN, subordinate dean [n] 

SUBHEADS ABDEHSSU SUBHEAD, heading of subdivision [n] 

SUBIDEAS ABDEISSU SUBIDEA, inferior idea [n] 

SUBLEASE ABEELSSU to sublet (to rent leased property to another) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj] 

SUNBEAMS ABEMNSSU SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [n] 

SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj] 

SURCEASE ACEERSSU to cease (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v -D, -SING, -S]] 

SWEARERS AEERRSSW SWEARER, one that swears (to utter solemn oath) [n] 

SWEARING AEGINRSW act of uttering solemn oath [n -S] / SWEAR, to utter solemn oath [v] 

SWEATBOX ABEOSTWX small enclosure in which one is made to sweat [n -ES] 

SWEATERS AEERSSTW SWEATER, knitted outer garment [n] 

SWEATIER AEEIRSTW SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adj] 

SWEATILY AEILSTWY SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adv] 

SWEATING AEGINSTW SWEAT, to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin) [v] 
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SWIMWEAR AEIMRSWW clothing suitable for swimming [n SWIMWEAR] 

TABLEAUS AABELSTU TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TAKEABLE AABEEKLT TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

TAKEAWAY AAAEKTWY prepared food to be taken away from its place of sale [n -S] 

TAMEABLE AABEELMT tamable (capable of being tamed) [adj] 

TAPEABLE AABEELPT TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band) [adj] 

TEABERRY ABEERRTY North American shrub [n -RRIES] 

TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S] 

TEABOWLS ABELOSTW TEABOWL, teacup having no handle [n] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TEACAKES AACEEKST TEACAKE, small cake served with tea [n] 

TEACARTS AACERSTT TEACART, wheeled table used in serving tea [n] 

TEACHERS ACEEHRST TEACHER, one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to) [n] 

TEACHING ACEGHINT doctrine (belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated) [n -S] / TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to [v] 

TEAHOUSE AEEHOSTU public establishment serving tea [n -S] 

TEAKWOOD ADEKOOTW wood of teak [n -S] 

TEAMAKER AAEEKMRT one that makes tea [n -S] 

TEAMMATE AAEEMMTT member of same team [n -S] 

TEAMSTER AEEMRSTT truck driver [n -S] 

TEAMWORK AEKMORTW cooperative effort to achieve common goal [n -S] 

TEARABLE AABEELRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [adj] 

TEARAWAY AAAERTWY rebellious person [n -S] 

TEARDOWN ADENORTW process of disassembling [n -S] 

TEARDROP ADEOPRRT tear [n -S] 

TEARIEST AEEIRSTT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TEARLESS AEELRSST being without tears [adj] 

TEARLIKE AEEIKLRT resembling tear [adj] 

TEAROOMS AEMOORST TEAROOM, restaurant serving tea [n] 

TEASABLE AABEELST TEASE, to make fun of [adj] 

TEASELED ADEEELST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEASELER AEEELRST one that teasels (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [n -S] 

TEASHOPS AEHOPSST TEASHOP, tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TEATIMES AEEIMSTT TEATIME, customary time for tea [n] 

TEAWARES AAEERSTW TEAWARE, tea service [n] 

TEAZELED ADEEELTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEAZLING AEGILNTZ TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

THEANINE AEEHINNT beneficial amino acid [n -S]  

THEARCHY ACEHHRTY rule by god [n -HIES] 

THEATERS AEEHRSTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [n] 

THEATRES AEEHRSTT THEATRE, theater (building for dramatic presentations) [n] 

THEATRIC ACEHIRTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [adj] 

THREADED ADDEEHRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

THREADER ADEEHRRT one that threads (to pass thread (very slender cord) through) [n -S] 

THREAPED ADEEHPRT THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 
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THREAPER AEEHPRRT one that threaps (to dispute (to argue about)) [n -S] 

THREATED ADEEHRTT THREAT, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

THREATEN AEEHNRTT to be source of danger to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TIEBREAK ABEEIKRT contest to select winner from among contestants with tied score [n -S] 

TONEARMS AEMNORST TONEARM, pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n] 

TONNEAUS AENNOSTU TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TONNEAUX AENNOTUX TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TOOLHEAD ADEHLOOT part of machine [n -S] 

TOREADOR ADEOORRT bullfighter [n -S] 

TOTEABLE ABEELOTT TOTE, to carry by hand [adj] 

TOWHEADS ADEHOSTW TOWHEAD, head of light blond hair [n] 

TOWNWEAR AENORTWW apparel that is suitable for wear in city [n TOWNWEAR] 

TRABEATE AABEERTT constructed with horizontal beams [adj] 

TRACHEAE AACEEHRT TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n] 

TRACHEAL AACEHLRT TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [adj] 

TRACHEAS AACEHRST TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n] 

TRAPPEAN AAENPPRT pertaining to traprock (igneous rock) [adj] 

TREACLES ACEELRST TREACLE, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

TREADERS ADEERRST TREADER, one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n] 

TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

TREADLED ADDEELRT TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TREADLER ADEELRRT one that treadles (to work foot lever) [n -S] 

TREADLES ADEELRST TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TREASONS AENORSST TREASON, violation of allegiance toward one's country [n] 

TREASURE AEERRSTU to value highly [v -D, -RING, -S]] 

TREASURY AERRSTUY place where funds are received, kept, and disbursed [n -RIES] 

TREATERS AEERRSTT TREATER, one that treats (to behave in particular way toward) [n] 

TREATIES AEEIRSTT TREATY, formal agreement between two or more nations [n] 

TREATING AEGINRTT act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S] / TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

TREATISE AEEIRSTT formal and systematic written account of subject [n -S] 

TRUMEAUX AEMRTUUX TRUMEAU, column supporting part of doorway [n] 

TUNEABLE ABEELNTU tunable (capable of being tuned) [adj]  

TUNEABLY ABELNTUY TUNEABLE, tunable (capable of being tuned) [adv] 

TWEAKIER AEEIKRTW TWEAKY, twitchy (fidgety (nervously restless)) [adj] 

TWEAKING AEGIKNTW TWEAK, to pinch and twist sharply [v] 

TYPEABLE ABEELPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter [adj] 

UNBEARED ABDEENRU UNBEAR, to free from pressure of rein [v] 

UNBEATEN ABEENNTU not beaten (to strike repeatedly) [adj] 

UNCREATE ACEENRTU to deprive of existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDEREAT ADEENRTU to eat insufficient amount [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

UNDREAMT ADEMNRTU not dreamt (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [adj] 

UNEARNED ADEENNRU not earned (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [adj] 

UNEARTHS AEHNRSTU UNEARTH, to dig up [v] 

UNEASIER AEEINRSU UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adj] 

UNEASILY AEILNSUY UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adv] 

UNFEARED ADEEFNRU not feared (to be afraid of) [adj] 
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UNHEALED ADEEHLNU not healed (to make sound or whole) [adj] 

UNHEALTH AEHHLNTU state of ill health [n -S] 

UNHEATED ADEEHNTU not heated (to make hot) [adj] 

UNIDEAED ADDEEINU lacking ideas (conception existing in mind) [adj] 

UNLEADED ADDEELNU product containing no lead [n -S] / UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLEARNS AELNNRSU UNLEARN, to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v] 

UNLEARNT AELNNRTU UNLEARN, to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v] 

UNLEASED ADEELNSU not leased (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [adj] 

UNREALLY AELLNRUY not really (actually (existing in fact)) [adv] 

UNREASON AENNORSU to disrupt sanity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSEALED ADEELNSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEAMED ADEEMNSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEARED ADEENRSU not seared (to burn surface of) [adj] 

UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSPEAKS AEKNPSSU UNSPEAK, to unsay (to retract something said) [v] 

UNSTEADY ADENSTUY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

UNSWEARS AENRSSUW UNSWEAR, to retract something sworn [v] 

UNTHREAD ADEHNRTU to remove thread from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTREADS ADENRSTU UNTREAD, to tread back [v] 

UNWEANED ADEENNUW not weaned (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [adj] 

UNWEAVES AEENSUVW UNWEAVE, to undo something woven [v] 

UNYEANED ADEENNUY unborn (not born (having particular qualities from birth)) [adj] 

UPBEARER ABEEPRRU one that upbears (to raise aloft) [n -S] 

UPHEAPED ADEEHPPU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVAL AAEHLPUV act of upheaving (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVED ADEEHPUV UPHEAVE, to heave up [v] 

UPHEAVER AEEHPRUV one that upheaves (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVES AEEHPSUV UPHEAVE, to heave up [v] 

UPLEAPED ADEELPPU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPREARED ADEEPRRU UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

VARICEAL AACEILRV pertaining to or involving varix [adj] 

VEALIEST AEEILSTV VEALY, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adj] 

VENEREAL AEEELNRV involving genital organs [adj] 

VOTEABLE ABEELOTV votable (capable of being voted on) [adj] 

WADEABLE AABDEELW capable of being passed through by wading [adj] 

WARHEADS AADEHRSW WARHEAD, front part of missile containing explosive [n] 

WEAKENED ADEEEKNW WEAKEN, to make weak [v] 

WEAKENER AEEEKNRW one that weakens (to make weak) [n -S] 

WEAKFISH AEFHIKSW marine fish [n -ES] 

WEAKLIER AEEIKLRW WEAKLY, weak and sickly [adj] 

WEAKLING AEGIKLNW weak person [n -S] 

WEAKNESS AEEKNSSW state of being weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [n -ES] 

WEAKSIDE ADEEIKSW side of basketball court with fewer players [n -S] 

WEANLING AEGILNNW recently weaned child or animal [n -S] 

WEAPONED ADEENOPW WEAPON, to supply with weapon (instrument used in combat) [v] 
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WEAPONRY AENOPRWY aggregate of weapons [n -RIES] 

WEARABLE AABEELRW garment [n -S] 

WEARIEST AEEIRSTW WEARY, tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

WEARIFUL AEFILRUW tiresome (tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary))) [adj] 

WEARYING AEGINRWY WEARY, to make or become weary [v] 

WEASANDS AADENSSW WEASAND, throat [n] 

WEASELED ADEEELSW WEASEL, to act evasively [v] 

WEASELLY AEELLSWY resembling weasel (small carnivorous mammal) [adj] 

WEATHERS AEEHRSTW WEATHER, to expose to atmospheric conditions [v] 

WEAVINGS AEGINSVW WEAVING, activity of creating woven materials [n] 

WEAZANDS AADENSWZ WEAZAND, weasand (throat) [n] 

WELLHEAD ADEEHLLW source of spring or stream [n -S] 

WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S] 

WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n] 

WINGBEAT ABEGINTW one full set of motions of wing in flying [n -S] 

WIPEABLE ABEEILPW WIPE, to rub lightly in order to clean or dry [adj] 

WISEACRE ACEEIRSW pretentiously wise person [n -S] 

WORKWEAR AEKORRWW heavy-duty clothes for physical work [n WORKWEAR] 

WORMGEAR AEGMORRW gear wheel driven by worm (rotating shaft with threads) [n -S] 

WREAKERS AEEKRRSW WREAKER, one that wreaks (to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose)) [n] 

WREAKING AEGIKNRW WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v] 

WREATHED ADEEHRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WREATHER AEEHRRTW one that wreathes (to shape into wreath) [n -S] 

WREATHES AEEHRSTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

YEALINGS AEGILNSY YEALING, person of same age [n] 

YEANLING AEGILNNY young of sheep or goat [n -S] 

YEARBOOK ABEKOORY book published each year by graduating class [n -S] 

YEARENDS ADEENRSY YEAREND, end of year [n] 

YEARLIES AEEILRSY YEARLY, publication appearing once year [n] 

YEARLING AEGILNRY animal past its first year and not yet two years old [n -S] 

YEARLONG AEGLNORY lasting through year [adj] 

YEARNERS AEENRRSY YEARNER, one that yearns (to have strong or deep desire) [n] 

YEARNING AEGINNRY strong or deep desire [n -S] / YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

YEASAYER AAEERSYY one that affirms something [n -S] 

YEASTIER AEEIRSTY YEASTY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

YEASTILY AEILSTYY YEASTY, foamy (covered with foam) [adv] 

YEASTING AEGINSTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

ZEALOTRY AELORTYZ excessive zeal [n -RIES] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLEAL AEGLLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [adj] 

ZOOGLEAS AEGLOOSZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

 

Ends with -EA 

ACHILLEA AACEHILL yarrow (perennial herb) [n -S] 

BARATHEA AAABEHRT silk fabric [n -S] 



 SEEING DOUBLE   
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CALATHEA AAACEHLT plant with colorful leaves [n -S] 

CALCANEA AAACCELN calcanei (bones of heel) [n CALCANEA] 

CHICKPEA ACCEHIKP Asian herb [n -S] 

CHIMENEA ACEEHIMN outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb [n -S] 

CHIMINEA ACEHIIMN chimenea (outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb) [n -S] 

COLUMNEA ACELMNOU bushy tropical plant [n -S] 

DIARRHEA AADEHIRR intestinal disorder [n -S] 

DULCINEA ACDEILNU sweetheart [n-S] 

DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S] 

EARTHPEA AAEEHPRT twining plant [n -S] 

ENDOSTEA ADEENOST bone membranes [n ENDOSTEA] 

FURCRAEA AACEFRRU tropical plant [n -S] 

GASTRAEA AAAEGRST type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -S] 

GYNAECEA AACEEGNY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNAECEA] 

HYPOPNEA AEHNOPPY abnormally shallow breathing [n -S] 

MAUSOLEA AAELMOSU large, stately tombs [n MAUSOLEA] 

MESOGLEA AEEGLMOS gelatinous material in sponges [n -S] 

PARANOEA AAAENOPR paranoia (mental disorder) [n -S] 

POLYPNEA AELNOPPY rapid breathing [n -S] 

PSORALEA AAELOPRS plant of bean family [n -S] 

PYORRHEA AEHOPRRY discharge of pus [n -S] 

SIDALCEA AACDEILS North American herb [n -S] 

SNOWFLEA AEFLNOSW wingless insect appearing on snow in spring [n -S] 

STOMODEA ADEMOOST embryonic oral cavities [n STOMODEA] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

TROCHLEA ACEHLORT anatomical structure resembling pulley [n -E, -S] 

UNDERSEA ADEENRSU beneath surface of sea [adv] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -E, -S] 

 


